
Four Year Old Teachers’ report May 2019 

 

This month the children have been creative, they explored many new 
concepts, and continued to enjoy and have fun at Kinder. 

Following on from earlier discussions about indigenous culture and 
aspects of Australian life earlier in the year, we read a variety of new 
books to extend on our learning.  

New books introduced included Sorry by Coral Vass and My Place by 
Nadia Wheatley and Donna Rawins. These books raised many 
questions and inspired lots of discussion about human rights and 
different ways of living in Australia.  

In addition, we read other books including the book Marngrook. The 
Long-ago Story of Aussie Rules by Titta Secombe and Grace Fielding. 
The children were amazed to discover the indigenous origin of the much 
beloved game and felt related to the children in the book.  

Our group time discussions also included conversations about local 
fauna, hunting and gathering and Australian Geography and this 
dovetailed nicely with our wildlife incursion at the end of this month.  

Our Wildlife on the Move Incursion offered the children an exciting 
adventure and a unique understanding of Australian wildlife. Andrew 
brought in a blue tongue lizard and her babies, a bearded dragon, a 
carpet python and two turtles, a green tree frog and two spiders. The 
children were thrilled to see these creatures in close proximity and 
listened to Andrew attentively. We learnt about local fauna, their habitats 
and learned how to respect them.  

Andrew also brought in a variety of taxidermized nocturnal animals as 
part of the incursion. This held an important lesson for the children as we 
raised ideas about animal rights. In an era when nocturnal marsupials 
and birds are used for entertainment even for birthday parties, Andrew 
taught us about being respectful to all life and being considerate in our 
choices. 



Respect for all life and harmonious coexistence are important concepts 
learned by the children and precious assets for the citizen of the future. 

Children have also been exploring patterns, shapes and colours in 
nature: stripes and spots in animals; cracks in ice, land and wood; 
spheres in foam, body cells and planets. We talked about telescopes, 
microscopes and their functions. We admired symmetry and amazing 
colours of blood cells and planets and decided to reproduce them with 
acrylic paint in our art studio. The new acquired skills and knowledge are 
reflected as well in other free creations with aqua and acrylics that now 
form part of our exhibition in the room.    

Please find the time to admire them the next time you come to kinder.  

The children have been taking part in many scientific experiments 
conducted in Italian on fluids and colour mixing, their attention span has 
been astonishing and surprised us all. 
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